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Introduction 

 

During the trial (Aug. 7, 2017 – Oct. 6 2017) it has been suggested that an operational plan 

and communications strategy will help improve participation rates. This is intended to be an 

outline of the plan to support that strategy and is based on the assumption that a separate 

communications strategy will have been executed to inform vessel owners and operators as well 

as other industry stakeholders prior to the beginning of the trial. Actions are underlined and 

proposed language is in italics. 

 

Notifications prior to the trial 

 

A. Temporary and preliminary (T&P) notice 

 

Approximately 14 days prior to the trial (July 24, 2017), Jeff Pelton will request a temporary 

and preliminary (T&P) notice to be issued by the British Admiralty as well as a Notice to Industry 

from the Pacific Pilotage Authority. The notices will detail the trial dates and requirements 

stating the following or similar: 

 

“Between August 7th and October 7th 2017 there will be a voluntary speed restriction in Haro 

Strait between Discovery Island and Henry Island. Mariners are requested to proceed at a speed 

of 11 knots through the water or less whenever safe to do so. If you have questions or are 

unable to participate please contact VFPA operations centre at 604.665.9086 or 

harbour_master@portvancouver.com” 

 

B. Notice to Shipping  

 

On the first day of the trial, August 7th, Jeff Pelton will get in touch with the MCTS supervisor to 

request a Notice to Shipping. The notice will be active from August 7 – October 7 and will be 

posted with all active NOTSHIPS and state the following or similar: 

 

“Between August 7th and October 7th 2017 there will be a voluntary speed restriction in Haro 

Strait between Discovery Island and Henry Island. Mariners are requested to proceed at a speed 

of 11 knots through the water or less whenever safe to do so. If you have questions or are 

unable to participate please contact VFPA operations centre at 604.665.9086 or 

harbour_master@portvancouver.com” 

 

It will be broadcast on the continuous VHF broadcast for the first 2 days of the trial. Coast Guard 

may also be able to send the message to the region via Navtex and Inmarsat-C. 
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Steps prior to the vessel arrival at Brotchie 

 

Step 1: At time of nomination, agent to inform master about trial  

(Starting July 31st and throughout the trial) 

 

Approximately 4 - 7 days prior to the arrival of a vessel, at the time of nomination, the agent 

will share information about the trial with the master of the vessel. Predicted currents will be 

provided to agents for reference along with a background information document. 

 

“Between August 7th and October 7th 2017 there will be a voluntary speed restriction in Haro 

Strait between Discovery Island and Henry Island. Mariners are requested to proceed at a speed 

of 11 knots through the water or less whenever safe to do so. If you have questions or are 

unable to participate please contact VFPA operations centre at 604.665.9086 or 

harbour_master@portvancouver.com” 

 

Step 2: PPA to gauge intent to participate when pilot is booked (Starting August 3rd 

and throughout the trial) 

 

At this point in time, approximately 4 days before arrival, the vessel will send in a report to 

Transport Canada. The agent may also start to submit service requests to VFPA via the Pacific 

Gateway Portal website and may also call the dispatch office of the Pacific Pilotage Authority 

(PPA) to schedule a pilot from Victoria to Vancouver. If you look at the PPA dispatch website 

the orders start to appear 4-5 days ahead. 

 

The touch point is the dispatcher at PPA. While the agent and the PPA dispatcher are talking on 

the phone the dispatcher will remind the agent of the trial. 

 

“Are you aware of the voluntary slowdown trial that is currently underway in Haro Strait? It is 

being led by the ECHO program, which the PPA and BCCP are a part of, and it involves a target 

speed of 11 knots through the water in Haro Strait. Since your vessel is a (bulk carrier, container 

vessel, etc) this could mean an additional (24 minutes, 38 minutes, etc) added to your transit. 

Do you want to adjust the order time accordingly so your ETA to Vancouver is not affected?” 

 

*Note: Based on feedback from PPA and Agents it is being explored to provide a checklist 

through the Klein system that offers 3 options to the question “do you intend to participate?” 

o Yes 

o No 

o Yes with conditions (provide conditions e.g. ETA for labour) 

Example of table provided to the PPA dispatcher: 

 

Bulk Carrier 16 minutes 

Tanker 24 minutes 

Car Carrier 29 minutes 

Container 38 minutes 
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Step 3: Master to radio MCTS operator re: trial 

 

MCTS goes through a list of questions and information exchanges with the vessel via VHF radio.  

 

The touch point at this point is the MCTS operator. While it may be too complicated to describe 

the trial to the vessel due to language barriers, the operator can answer questions the Master 

of the vessel may have about the slowdown trial or instruct them to ask their agent. 

 

Table and background info will be provided to MCTS: 

 

Bulk Carrier 16 minutes 

Tanker 24 minutes 

Car Carrier 29 minutes 

Container 38 minutes 

 

 

Step 4: VFPA to remind agent of trial & gauge intent to participate 

 

Also at the 24 hour point, it is common for the agent to call the operations centre to discuss 

service requests, anchorage assignments etc. Not every agent for every vessel will call but many 

do.  

 

The touch point here is with the Operations Coordinator, who can remind the agent about the 

trial and get insight on whether or not the vessel intends to participate, why/why not. 

 

“Will the vessel be able to participate in the voluntary slow down trial through Haro Strait? Have 

you ordered the pilot at Victoria for any earlier to accommodate the additional minutes of the 

transit without impacting ETA to Vancouver? (If not participating – Why won’t the vessel be 

participating?” 

 

After the 24 hour point and possibly as a result of this call, the agent may call PPA dispatch to 

update the ETA to Brotchie. 

 

Step 5: Master to confirm pilot boarding time to allow for early arrival to Brotchie  

 

Approaching the 12nm limit or entering Juan de Fuca, pilot boarding time will have been set 

and the pilot will have been dispatched. 

 

At this point the Master of the vessel has approximately 50-60 nautical miles to adjust its ETA 

if necessary. However, slow steaming through Juan de Fuca is generally not permitted by CVTS. 

If vessels are early for the scheduled pilot time they tend to drift outside of Juan de Fuca. To 

arrive for an earlier pilot boarding time it will have to be communicated to the vessel through 

the Agent. 

 

Also at this point there is a potential touch point between BCCP and the pilot assigned to the 

transit. BCCP may decide to issue reminders to individual pilots or not. 

 

 

Step 6: Pilot arrives on board, decision to participate. VFPA to log 

 

At this point there is a Master/Pilot information exchange which forms a structured part of bridge 

resource management. At this exchange, information about the transit will be communicated 
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by the Pilot to the Master and information about the vessel, her cargo, and the port call will be 

communicated by the Master to the Pilot. The BCCP can determine what information they would 

like the pilots to bring up at this exchange. An example: 

 

“Captain, there is currently a voluntary speed restriction through a portion of Haro Straight of 

11 knots through the water (shows the Captain on the chart). It is to understand more about 

the relationship between speed and noise and how that can impact killer whales. It will add 

approximately (26 minutes) to the transit time, but I have looked at the predicted 

currents/weather and it should be no problem to participate and still arrive at Vancouver well 

within the 8 hours that we need to get there by. If you don’t have any objection we’ll be slowing 

down here (shows on chart) and then we can bring it back up to full speed here (shows on 

chart).” 

 

The transit may be a “no-go” for many reasons. I foresee the most likely reasons to be: 

 

• The currents, vessel’s operating speed or a defect result in a likely transit time of greater 

than 8 hours 

• The Master is concerned about arriving on time for shore based labour, berthing window, 

transit window of a particular area of the port, or to tender a notice of readiness 

• The company has instructed the Master not to participate. 

• The Master/Pilot intend on participating but during the transit of Haro Strait, traffic or 

navigation conditions require the vessel to go faster for safety reasons, or to avoid 

conflicts at the Turn Point special operating area. 

In the event that the vessel does not participate in the slow down trial, regardless of reason, 

the Pilot will call the VFPA Operations Centre when safe to do so (e.g. once in the Strait of 

Georgia) and inform the Operations Coordinator the reason for not participating. A table of 

potential reasons will be provided to the pilots to minimize the length of the phone call or passing 

the message through an operations centre employee that is not familiar with the trial, or even 

potentially the MCTS operator who could pass the message to VFPA. For example, the pilot could 

state: 

 

“Hello, just calling to let you know the Samara will not be able to participate in the slow down 

trial for reasons 3 and 7.” 

 

The Operations Coordinator will have an excel log and will record the information about the non-

participatory transit e.g. 

 

 

Date Time 
Vessel 
Name 

Vessel 
type 

Agent Cargo Destination 
Reason for not 
participating 

8/10/2017 16:20 Aqualeader Tanker 
Westward 
Shipping 

Crude 
Oil 

Anchorage K 

Required to make a 
transit window at Second 
Narrows and did not 
adjust pilot boarding time 
to accommodate extra 
minutes 

8/10/2017 19:50 Samara 
Bulk 
Carrier 

Canpotex Potash 
English Bay 
12 

transit time is expected 
to be close to 8 hours 
and Master wants to 
tender NOR 
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Step 7: Vessel participates in the trial 

 

Vessels prepare to slow down through red transition zones and maintain speed at 11kn through 

the yellow trial area per figure below.  
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Steps throughout trial  

 

Step I: Report on participation & reasons for opt-out  

 

Within the first 10 days of the trial, the PPA will provide the pilot assignments for the time period 

and it will be compared to the log of non-participation that the Operations Coordinator is 

keeping. This will give the ECHO program team an estimate of participation rates.  

 

“During the first 10 days, there were 60 ships to transit the trial area. 6 ships did not participate. 

Of those 6 ships, 2 were concerned about going over an 8 hour transit time, 2 were concerned 

about tendering their notice of readiness, and 2 chose not to participate.” 

 

Step II: Provide feedback to agencies or companies that are participating 

 

After the comparison has been completed and an estimate of participation is obtained, an email 

or card will be sent to the agencies or companies identified to have represented ships that are 

generally participating. This email/card will thank them for their participation and allow them to 

forward the thanks onto the Masters of the vessels or to the management of the companies 

representing those ships. 

 

“Dear Colley West, 

 

Over the past 10 days we have noticed that 5 out of 6 of the ships your agency represents has 

participated in the voluntary slow down trial in Haro Strait. We want to thank you for your efforts 

to contribute to this trial. The information we will obtain from the resulting study will allow us 

to better understand the impacts on killer whales and how speed relates to changes in the 

soundscape. We understand that it can be difficult to accommodate things like this, so thank 

you for helping us out.” 

 

Or 

 

“Dear Holland America Line, 

 

Over the past 10 days we have noticed that 5 out of 6 of your ships have participated in the 

voluntary slow down trial in Haro Strait. We want to thank you for your efforts to contribute to 

this trial. The information we will obtain from the resulting study will allow us to better 

understand the impacts on killer whales and how speed relates to changes in the soundscape. 

We understand that it can be difficult to accommodate things like this, so thank you for helping 

us out.” 

 

Step III: Cancel Notices, ECHO team to communicate results 

 

Jeff Pelton will contact the MCTS Supervisor to confirm that the Notice to Shipping can be 

cancelled, he will contact the Pacific Pilotage Authority to confirm that the Notice to Industry 

can be withdrawn and he will contact the British Admiralty to confirm the T&P notice can be 

cancelled. 

 

The ECHO team will initiate multiple efforts to communicate out participation rates, thank you 

letters/an article recognizing participants, trial results etc. 

 


